Avery Dennison® Monarch® Pathfinder® 6059 Solution

RETAILER CHALLENGES WITH CURRENT PRICE MARKING SOLUTIONS

Price-marking and inventory management are two essential pieces of the retail industry. Having the right solution in place can save you significant time and money. However, today’s solutions can be vulnerable to inaccuracies, missing markdowns, and lack the ability to accurately manage inventory across the retail supply chain, all of which can have a huge impact on store margins. The Pathfinder 6059 solution, with Android operating system, solves for these retail challenges.

TWO MODELS FOR THE PATHFINDER 6059:

1. **RFID** – Provides the capability to encode the RFID inlay that is in each label with product specific information that can then be read with an RFID reader.
2. **Non-RFID** – All the benefits of the existing Pathfinder Solution.

ALL-IN-ONE – SCAN, PRINT, APPLY

The Pathfinder 6059 Solution:
- Combines scan, lookup, and label application all with one device.
- Powered by the Android operating system – enabling enhanced security, flexibility and IT/user acceptance.
- The all-in-one design means the operator only needs one hand to hold the scanner, leaving the other hand free to move items or hold tags, etc. This essentially eliminates the risk of inaccuracies in price-marking and allows the operator to work at a significantly faster pace.

WHAT IT CAN DO FOR YOUR STORE:

The Pathfinder 6059 allows you to:
- Enable associates to perform markdown and promotional labeling with greater speed and accuracy than 2-piece solutions or conventional red-pen techniques.
- Significantly increase price-marking efficiencies boosting employee productivity, meaning more time for your staff to serve customers.

NOW WITH RFID OPTION – SCAN, ENCODE, PRINT, APPLY

The Pathfinder 6059 RFID offers portable RFID encoding, empowering retailers to become 100% RFID enabled if desired.
- Add RFID to all items in store.
- Add RFID labels to existing merchandise not tagged at source.
- Add RFID labels to returned merchandise.
- Add RFID labels to clearance items that are not currently RFID encoded. This enables real-time inventory counts, allowing retailers to sell brick and mortar markdown merchandise online (via omni-channel store fulfillment).
- Existing benefits of the Pathfinder solution (markdowns, item marking) remain.

THESE ENHANCED CAPABILITIES RESULT IN:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Increased Accuracy</th>
<th>Increased Productivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- 97% labeling accuracy</td>
<td>- Average of 5 seconds to mark an item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 34% faster than any 2-piece system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 80% faster than any manual system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Specifications

OPERATING SYSTEM
Android Nougat 7.1.2

DIMENSIONS
Height: 10.4" (264mm)
Width: 3.3" (84mm)
Depth: 7.9" (201mm)
Weight: Non-RFID 2.0 lbs (0.98 kg)
RFID 2.03 lbs (0.98 kg)
Shipping Weight: 5.9 lbs (2.6 kg)

PRINTING METHOD
Thermal Direct

SCANNER
Integrated 2 Dimensional scanner

KEYPAD/DISPLAY
Virtual keyboard on display. Three software controlled contextual keys, off/on, trigger, ½ VGA (320x480 pixel)

MEMORY
2GB DDR2 RAM
4GB NAND Flash
16GB SD Card

COMMUNICATIONS
USB 2.0 HS port (Host, Device)
Optional: 802.11 a/b/g/n dual band
Bluetooth v4.1 + EDR, Class 2 module

BAR CODE TYPES
UPCA +2/5, UPCa+Price CD, UPCE +2/5, EAN8 +2/5, EAN13 +2/5, EAN13+–Price CD, Interleaved 2 of 5, Interleaved 5 of 5 with Barrier Bar, Code 16K, Codabar (NW7), Code 128, Code 39, MSI, PDF417, Code 93, Postnet, Maxicode, QR Code, GS1 Databar, Data Matrix and RSS

STANDARD FONTS
Std AOSP Fonts (Noto, Roboto, Droid)

RFID FREQUENCY RANGE
Supports FCC and ETSI frequency ranges

SUPPLIES
The printer supports butt cut, die cut and continuous supplies.

SUPPLY TYPES
Labels, tags and receipt paper

SUPPLY SIZES
Width: 1.2" up to 2.0" (28 mm to 51 mm)
Length: 0.55" to 8.0" (14 mm to 203 mm)
Supply Roll Lengths: 420” to 580” (10.7 to 14.7 meters)

SUPPLY THICKNESS
Tags: 7 mils (0.18 mm)
Labels: 6 mils (0.15mm)
RFID: 9 mils (0.23 mm)
Receipt Paper: 2.8 mils (0.07 mm)

MAXIMUM PRINT AREA
1.89” x 7.94” (48 mm x 201.7 mm)

SENSE
Black mark only

ENVIRONMENTAL RANGES
OPERATING TEMPERATURE
41 to 104°F (5 to 40°C)

STORAGE
-4 to 122°F (-20 to 50°C)

HUMIDITY/OPERATING AND STORAGE
5% to 90% non-condensing

ELECTROSTATIC DISCHARGE AND AIR QUALITY
Some issues with electronic equipment may occur in environments prone to static discharge or extreme dust conditions. Avery Dennison suggests that you take precautions to minimize these issues.

OTHER FEATURES
POWER SOURCE
Monarch 7.4V Lithium Ion battery pack

BATTERY CYCLE LIFE
Approximately 350 full discharge cycles. Many factors affect individual battery performance.

HENREMARKED DUTY CYCLE
33% duty cycle for continuous printing (5 minutes out of 15-minute time intervals). On demand or intermittent printing has no restrictions.

ACCESSORIES
Battery (part # 12009502)
9462™ Single Station Battery Charger
9465™ Four-Station Battery Charger
USB Cable
6056 Single Station Charger / Communications Dock
6054 Network Controller / Power Supply for Docking Station
6056 Docking Station
Petite Wrist Strap Kit (part # 130604)
Shoulder Strap Kit (part # 130605)
Deluxe Hand Strap Kit (part # 130606)

AVERY DENNISON® SERVICE AND SUPPORT
Our technical specialists and service representatives can provide installation support, training and operating recommendations.
For more information call: 800.543.6650, option 7.

PRINT RATIO
30% black maximum per square inch

INCHES PER CHARGE
Up to 3.000" (76 meters) of 30% black printing on the supply. Factors such as scanning, RFID encoding, use of LAN radios and duty cycle can reduce inches printed per charge.

BATTERY CYCLE LIFE
Approximately 350 full discharge cycles. Many factors affect individual battery performance.

RECOMMENDED DUTY CYCLE
33% duty cycle for continuous printing (5 minutes out of 15-minute time intervals). On demand or intermittent printing has no restrictions.
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AVERY DENNISON® SERVICE AND SUPPORT
Our technical specialists and service representatives can provide installation support, training and operating recommendations.
For more information call: 800.543.6650, option 7.
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